White
New Zealand
Marlborough Vicars Choice, Sauvignon Blanc 2006

€24.00

This Sauvignon Blanc is fruit-driven and is easy-drinking style
with clean flavours of gooseberries, passion fruit and citrus

Spain
Vega De La Reina Sauvignon Blanc 2006

€22.00

This wine has a vibrant nose of green fruit,
and a refreshing gooseberry character on the palate.

France
Chablis Maison Jean-Claude Fromont 2007/2007

€27.00

Classic minerally style with subtle oakiness to give the wine added weight.
Lively, clean and typically refreshing

Sancerre le Chatillet Domaine Ballond

€30.00

Classic Aroma. Most Appealing Lively fruitiness with distinct minerallaty.
A fine Length

House Recommendations
Italy
Pinot Grigio IGT Piave Altana Di Vico

€19.00

An intense straw colour, with an ample fruity bouquet.
Dry, soft and full bodied

France
Baquiere Grand Reserve Merlot
Deep Red with a fine nose. Red Fruit and sweet aromas to the fore.
Supple and harmonious tannins

€19.00

Red
France
Chateau Lavagnac, Bordeaux

€27.00

Deep colour, full rich and well balanced, packed with ripe fruit flavours.
Smooth with fine length

Italy
Piccini Chianti 2006

€22.00

A deep ruby red with an intense and persistent fragrance of mature red fruit

Spain
Boarte Rioja 2005

€24.00

Clean and intense garnet red colour with purple hues,
very fruity but with an elegant touch of French Oak

Australia
Ram’s Leap Shiraz 2006

€24.00

Intense dark cherry- red colour.
The nose hints of white pepper and attractive summer fruits

Rosé
Franc
Rosé D’Anjou La Vigne Du Chant L’Oiseau

€23.00

Fragrant, smooth, soft, fruity and off dry

Prececco & Champagne
Italy
Prosecco DOC di Valdobbiadene Spumante

€29.00

Terrific intensity and length and the crispness of a crunchy green apple

France
Moet & Chandon N.V

€65.00

Pale yellow with shades of green. Subtly vinous, with a vine and lime blossom attack.
Delicate well-balanced; leaves behind a sense of harmony, mellowness

Dom Perignon

€160.00

The Dom Pérignon style traces vintage after vintage,
a complex structure made up of aroma and sensations, silky smooth, light as air and full of sensuality

